Manufacturing systems are undergoing a noticeable evolution due to an intense technological progress in industrial robotics. Serial production has evolved into the concept of Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), which encapsulate processes in automatic equipment that are capable of executing different operations, that before be performed in several stages and diverse equipments. Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) systems have been frequently used as material handling equipment in manufacturing systems since the last two decades. Particularly, AGV´s with trailers are, and will continue to be, the backbone of the material transport industry. The use of these systems has taken the attention of experts and researchers. They are numerous studies concerning AGV with trailers systems in literature; few of them deal with the adaptation of these systems into FMS. In this paper, a study of the trajectories and a simulation model of a hypothetical system, which included a FMS environment, were developed. In addition, a potential field's method was explored in order to improve the ability of detecting obstacles in AGV´s with trailers moving through stations.
Introduction
The evolution of robotics is influenced by the new demands of customers on the characteristics of products of service (quality, quantity and time). One of these evolutions or developments are the manipulators used by Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS), which have obvious advantages on acting in repetitive tasks (assembly, painting, etc.). However, such structures have limited movements within it's surrounding, differently from mobile robots, that can accomplish movements along a factory, deviating obstacles, producing flexibility; a tireless search of the industries. With the development of navigation technologies for autonomous vehicles and the increase of the processing capacity of the new computers, application possibilities are enlarged. On the international plane, the application field of mobile robots is not restricted to the industry; it is significantly wider, also reaching the areas of logistics (distribution and storage), oceanographic and underwater exploration, planetary exploration, and military applications. Currently in the industry, and specifically in existing industrial projects of mobile robotics, the main target applications are in manufacturing (factories, cells and flexible manufacturing systems) and in the logistics of supply chain and storage and services. In the last years, there has been a lot of interest in the development of applied technologies in AGV´s, from the automation of tasks involving transfer and loading of materials to simple inspection tasks. This involves controlling the movement of the vehicles, from an initial point to an end point, offering great improvement in the reduction of risks, time of transfer and energy consumption. In the manufacturing industry, common types of vehicles are AGV´s with trailers (Tow/Tugger) that are developed for the transport, load and unload of materials between different stations to work within the FMS. AGV systems are considered as one of the most appropriate modes for material handling support of contemporary flexibly automated production environments. In general, such a system consists of a set of cooperating driverless vehicles which transport goods and materials among the different workstations and storage sites of a production facility. Usually, AGV´s follow a set of predetermined, physical or virtual guidepaths embedded into the facility layout, and are coordinated by a centralized or distributed computerbased control system. Some of the primary advantages attributed to these environments are increased routing flexibility, space utilization and safety, resulting in a reduced overall operational cost (Reveliotis, 2000) . The research on the design and operation of AGV systems with trailers, especially, involve highly interdisciplinary technological areas such as electronics, mechanics, control and computing that, synergeticaly integrated on projects and products or manufacturing processes, created the concept of "Mechatronics" 
Navigation and Planning of AGV´s on Flexible Manufacturing Systems
FMS is designed to manufacture a variety of items or products simultaneously and to provide alternative processing routes for individual products. The flexibility dimensions can be characterized in no routing flexibility, flexible alternative machines, flexible alternative operation sequences and full routing flexibility. The planning component of paths on FMS consists of a mission planner, navigator and pilot. Guidepath design is an important problem in AGV system design and is one of the very first problems to be considered. The guidepath depends greatly on the allocation of shop-floor space, layout of storage zones and the arrangement of handling stations (Le-Anh and De Koster, 2006). In most cases, the shop-floor space is fixed and it imposes constraints on the guide-path design problem. The vehicle guide-path is usually represented such that aisle intersections, pick-up and delivery locations can be considered as nodes on a graph connected by a set of arcs. Arcs describe the paths that vehicles can follow when moving from node to node. Directed arcs between two nodes indicate the direction of the vehicle flow. Cost can be assigned to each arc representing the distance between the two end points of a segment or the time required by a vehicle to travel along the arc.
Potential Field Methods
During the past few years, potential field methods (PFM) for obstacle avoidance have gained increased popularity among researchers in the field of robots and mobile robots. One of the reasons for the popularity of this method is its simplicity and elegance. In this work, maps of cells already constructed and potential fields are used, for the purpose of planning for local paths. One of the goals is to study a navigation system for an AGV that allows using potential fields, to navigate along a collision-free path form an initial point to an end point, consequently, it is made a description of this method and presented the proposals of some authors. The PFM was brought to the computer world in 1978 by Khatib and Lemaitre and reused for the same authors, in other work later (Khatib, 1985) . Used as a local method (Latombe, 1991) and having been, later, widely used in global strategies and dominantly approached for planning and control of mobile robots . The underlying idea of the method is to fill the AGV's workspace with a virtual potential field in which the vehicle is attracted to its goal and is repulsed away from the obstacles (Figure 1 ). The intensity of the field does not depend on the velocity of the particles, as the field is radial; it is enough to know the distances among particles to get to define the potential function completely. In this method, is considered x as a position of a point that moves in a forces field. The target provides an attractive force and obstacles, repulsive forces. Although this method has been initially introduced to manipulators, its application to mobile robots is also possible. The PFM is named to the fact that the field (vector) of forces F(x) is derived form the field (scalar)
The AGV control is obtained subjecting it to the virtual potential field determined by: 
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Where atr F is an attractive force that guides the control point of the robot to the target, and 
Where ξ is a factor of positive scale of attractive potential field. The induced force by attractive potential field is certain from the equation (3) and results in:
The artificial potential field defined conduces to a stable system. However, to assure the asymptotic stability of the system a dissipative force proportional to the velocity x ⋅ is added. Thus dis k a gain of velocity, the forces that contribute to the movement and AGV´s stability is of the form: 
The choice 0 ρ depends on the maximum velocity and capacity of deceleration of AGV. The induced force by the repulsive potential field given by equation (7) is obtained considering the symmetric of the gradient of the repulsive potential field, thus applying the gradient:
is the unit vector of the partial derivative of the distance between the AGV center and the obstacle, determining the direction that the force is applied. Considered the existence of n obstacles, the total repulsive force is given by the sum vector of repulsive forces
, exerted by each of the obstacles and resultant force (Figure 3 ), given by: 
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The method of the potential field can be used for off-line global planning, when the environment of AGV is known a priori, as is the case of FMS, or in on-line local planning when the environment is unknown and the presence of obstacles will be detected by sensors of AGV. Under the influence of the virtual potential field, the AGV moves in the symmetrical direction of the gradient, of areas of highest potential for areas of lowest potential, where the gradient is null. However, the virtual potential field is a local method that does not attend to the restrictions nonholonomics of AGV and presents problems for possessing other minimal (local) where the gradient is null. Thus, AGV can be blocked in a local minimal. Solutions to this problem are proposed as the definition of potential to take one of a few local minimal (global method), to include techniques to escape the local minimal, apply random forces, cooperation or use the navigation functions (potential functions without local minimal). A solution was made by Chengqing, et al., (2000) , in a very interesting work that creates the concept of virtual obstacle to eliminate the greatest failure of the various potential functions tried already; the local minimal.
Kinematics Model of AGV with Trailers
An AGV with trailer system is composed for a vehicle in the front part, the kinematics corresponds of a vehicle with a particular configuration and a trailer or towed platform (Figure 4) . That system is an interesting extension of an AGV simple and can be made attaching one or more trailers, observed actually in applications, as in convoys in the lane of baggage at airports, on transport of container in ports and even in the FMS for transport of material in the industry. There are many subtle issues to model the limitations of these models, as a form of equations that is very sensitive to the precise point at which the trailer is attached and also in the choice of the construction of the body. The theoretical formalization of the problem has been widely discussed as prior by Latombe, (1991) and presented by Murray and Sastry, (1993), Bushnell, et al., (1995) , Laumond, (1998), Lamiraux, (1998) and by Lavalle, (2006) . In general, obtain that for the presented model, can be given for:
The filtration of k trailer is a problem is very complex. For smaller values of k, the control can be verified directly. For the general case, a calculation very detailed and organized by Laumond (1998) shows that the system is monitored with a degree of nonholonomic k + 3 and vector of relative growth ( )
⋅⋅⋅ . An interesting variation of this model is to allow wheels to the trailer for an only trailer, this conduces to a model that is similar to the study realized by Bushnell, et al., (1995) . A modeling of the trajectory of the system quoted is show in figure 6 and figure 7. Others model and configurations were studied, but are not exposed in the present work. 
Conclusions and Directions for Future Work
The present work opens up a path to the study of AGV´s with trailers in the areas of control and optimization of paths using different configurations of vehicles and trailers. This involves the identification and planning of trajectories, in order to support the development of new optimization techniques to minimize the cost function of the behavior of automated vehicles. To reduce tires wear out and to reduce energy consumption in this type of vehicle, by planning trajectories with smaller angle variations, are intentions of this introductory work (Figure 8) . A distributed architecture for the control of AGV navigation based on the SER (Scheduling by Edge Reversal) (França, 1994) graph dynamics is under development as an automatic signaling mechanism of intersections, allowing the competitive traffic of AGV´s throughout the available areas of a FMS. (Winkler, 2000) 
